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COMPARA TIVE OBSERV A TION OF 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE IN JAPAN AND 
THE NETHERLANDS 
Prof. Dr. Takeshi TSUCHIMOTO 
From December 1991 until ]une 1992， 1 stayed in the Netherlands as a 
visiting professor at Leiden University and Utrecht University. During the 
period， having a cIass on“Comparative Legal Culture; criminal ]ustice in 
Holland and ]apan " at both universities， 1 did“the comparative study of 
criminal justice in ]apan and the Netherlands " in cooperation with Dr. 
Antonie A. G. Peters， professor in the universities of Leiden and Utrecht 
ln this study， we didn't stick to the existing books and papers. Instead， 
we selected a specific murder case of patricide pending at the High Court 
at the Hague， read through the documents of the case， interviewed the 
participants， iム thepolice 0伍cers，thepublic prosecutors， the defense 
counsels， the judges， the probation ofic巴rsand the accused himself， aiming 
呂tcIarifying the differences in criminal justice between ]apan and the 
Nether1ands， focusing on each stage of the criminal investigation， the 
prosecution and the public trial separately. This approach enabled us to 
make this study more concrete and dynamic， without rendering it general 六
四
and abstract. 
This paper is the report of the study. 
1. The Constructive Principles of Procedure of Criminal Proce-
dure 
1. Two Major Constructive Principles 
As is generally known， the constructive principles of procedure of 
the criminal procedure are the “Ex officio " principle and the 
adversary principle. The difference between the principles is seen in 
the procedural steps after prosecution is instituted. Yet， ifregarded 
as ideas on the whole of criminal procedure， under the former 
principle importance is attached to substantive truth and to the 
maintenance of public order， while under the latter the guarantee of 
a proper procedure and the guarant田 ofa suspect's or defendant's 
human rights are stressed. European Continentallaw is besed on the 
former principle， while Anglo-American law is based on the latter. 
As Dr. Hirano mentions in the introduction of his famous book .
The Code of Criminal Procedure， " what is most important in the 
criminal procedure is “how one can discover the truth， while protect-
ing the human rights of a defendant. "(1) However， protecting .human 
rights " and discovering .the truth " are often confticting intersts. 
Thus every country in the world in general supports one or the other 
of these two major principles， each modifying it to fit its specific 
historical and cultural background， and applying it in a fashion which 
六 suitsthe country best. 
~ 2. Theory and Practice of Criminal Procedure in Japan 
(1) Hirano Ryuichi， '‘The Code of Criminal Procedre，" Tokyo， Yuhil王aku，
1958， introduction p.l. 
As Japan introduction French and Gerrnan law in the Meiji Era， 
crirninal procedure before the War was rnainly based on the Ex 
officio-principle and the inqudsitorial systern. After the War， Anglo-
Arnerican law， and especially Arnerican law， was introduced， and 
crirninal procedure carne to be based on the adversary principle and 
the accusatorial systern. However， inthe practice of crirninal justice 
in Japan at any tirne， elernents of foreign law which attracted atten-
tion were adopted and then applied in a peculiar Japanese style. For 
instance， especially the present Code of Crirninal Procedure is taken 
to be a drastic conceptual change as it is the only fundarnental code 
which was cornpletely arnended under the new constitution of Japan. 
stipulating “hurnan rights " and “proper procedure." But in reality 
it has been used in a way which rnatches the Japanese clirnate， while 
its provisions can be interpreted in the old fashion. Then， toduy as 
about 40years have passed since the enforcernent of the present code， 
such peculiar usage by J apanese crirninal justics can be said to have 
taken root. It is even argued that pretrial procedures such as the 
crirninal investigation and the indictrnent advance in a direction in 
which they rather rnaintain and even strengthen pre-war usage which 
leaves the trial procedure. which should have been based on the 
adversary-principle and the accusatorial systern， tobe an ernpty shel. 
3. The Aim of This Report 
In sorne respects the present condition of the crirninal justice in六
J apan needs to be irnproved. Rather than rnerely carrying out a ~ 
tradical reforrn， including a systernatic reforrn in order to unify 
theory and practice. it is rnore practical to exarine concretely where 
the problerns are and to seek irnprovernent and to devise a solution of 
each problem， while neither completely denying nor completely 
affirming the existing situation. 
From this point of view， I will divide the actual operation of the 
criminal justice in the Netherlands and Japan into its various stages 
of criminal investigation， indictment / institution of prosecution and 
pubIic trial; I will concretely examine and compare these and finaIly 
point out the points at issue. 
For the purpose of this comparative study， Professor Peters and 
I selected speci負cmurder cases both in the Netherlands and in Japan. 
We attended the trials of these cases and interviewed the participants 
in the criminal investigation， prosecution and public trial ( at the 
courts of first instance and of appeal )， such as the policemen， public 
prosecutors， judges， defense counsels， probation officers involved and 
even the defendants themselves， inboth countries since January 1992. 
We took this approach in order to make this comparative study more 
concrete and dynamic， to avoid it becoming just a general and 
abstract argument. 
For the purpose of this paper， 1 wil1 discuss the Dutch case only. 
The case we took as an object of study in the Netherlands is a certain 
case of patricide. The victim in this case was a father of four sons 
and three daughters. In the past， the vicim had sexually abused his 
own three daughters， and kept al family-members from reporting 
六 thisto the police by threatening them with a gun. This time， the 
四 victimhad sexually abused his three grand， daughters ( al1of them 
litle girls )， including the defendant's仏year-olddaughter. The 
defendant outraged by this， hit and kicked his father， inwhich course 
the victim eventually died. 
This case is also very interesting as it is similar to the one in 
which the ]apanese Supreme Court in 1973 judged artic1e 200 of the 
Criminal Code， concerning patricide， to be unconstitutional， but in 
this study we approach this case from the viewpoint of the Code of 
Criminal Procedure. 
1. The Criminal Investigation 
1. The Investigator 
In the Netherlands， the public prosecutor legally has the right of 
investigation ( Code of Criminal Procedure， art. 148). The prosecutor 
is free to investigate personal1y or to have the investigation done by 
the police. In the latter case， he is formally in command‘ However， 
it is actually the police who conduct the investigation cempletely， as
happened in the case mentioned above. In ]apan as well， both the 
public prosecutor and the police legaIly have the right of investiga-
tion， but， contrary to his Dutch counterpart， the ]apanese public 
prosecutor is actually actively in volved in the investigation， as he 
instigates an investigation of his own and / or instructs the police on 
their investigation. 
As a result of the major reform after the War I mentioned before， 
the court has been separated from and made independent of the 
admi耐 rativeat伽 rities，t1叫 owerof the p伽 decentra凶，aM5
the status and the rights of the suspect， the defendant and the defense宣
counsel have been rapidly strengthened. However， the prosecution 
has not been subject to a substantial reform. Although initially 
modelled after French law， ]apanese prosecution was soon conducted 
in a typical J apanese fashio::， inthe sense that the stage of the 
criminal investigation was emphasized and the practice of “suspen-
sion of prosecution " although not founded on any explicit provision 
( ofthe Meiji Code of Criminal Procedure ) was caried out. After the 
war.， this prosecution practice was not considerd to be in violation of 
the sprit of the new constitution and therefore its reform was not 
deemed necessary. While under the new constitution many restric-
tions on the investigation were set and regulations concerning evi. 
dence were strenghened， the investigative powers of the prosecution 
further improved Today， the rate of prosecuted cases in which a 
verdict of guilty is rendered (guilty-rate)is nearly hundred percent. 
2. Content and Level of the lovestigation 
In tihe Netherlands， the police may restrain a suspect after arrest 
for six hours (Code of Criminal Procedure， art. 68 )，followed by 2days 
( 3days in case of extension )through a warrant issued by the Assis-
tant Public Prosecutor ( usually a higher ranking police official )in 
order to carry out a criminal investigation. Yet， insuch a short time 
the investigation can only be very limited. Inthis patricide-case as 
well， the police arrested the suspect on the same day the incident 
occurred. Within the following 2 days， apart from the autopsy， the 
inspection of the scene of the crime and the seizure of evidence， the 
police questioned more than 10 witnesses and in addition to the crime 
完it田lf，made its background-situation subject of in刊 S伽
宍 thorttime， no doubt an energetic investigation has been conducted， 
but one cannot help thinking that the necessary information has only 
been gathered without enough time for a thorough analysis.ln this 
case， subjective factors， such as the intent of the suspect at the tjme 
and movie behind the crime， are especially important. Yet， no one 
seems to doubt that the investigation of the suspect and of others 
involved also covers that aspect of the crime. There is a strong 
tendency to recognze such subjective factors through objective evi. 
dence or cricumstantial evidence. 
As the court in Japan does not positively recognize subjective 
factors based on circumstantial evidence， the inverstigation of the 
suspect takes a central position and it is conducted very carefully， 
and the subjective factors do not depend on objective factors only. 
3. The System of Preliminary Examination 
The system of preliminary examination does stil exist in the 
Netherlands. An examining magistrate fulfiIls important functions in 
the investigation besides being involved in the detention and the 
examination of the suspeht. Moreover， the examining magistrate has 
wider and stronger investigative powers than the public prosecutor. 
For example， the public prosecutor( and the police ) can only invite 
witnesses and ask them to give statements volutarily. The examining 
magistrate can order witnesses to appear before him， and they are 
obliged to tel the truth ( Code of Criminal Procedure， art. 210・226). 
Important is art. 177 which states that the examining magistrate， 
“as much as possible in consultation with the public prosecutor "，can 
give orders to the police to conduct certain investigations. This 
means that the examining magistrate can pursur the invjstgations五
/¥ 
according to his twn ideas. So， the public prosector is not fully， and毛
wholly， incommand of the case. He is in command of the ρrosecution， 
but not in command of the examination by the examining magistrate. 
In J apan as well， the system of preliminary examination was 
adopted since the ( first ) old Meiji Code ( introduced before the Meiji 
Code of Criminal Procedure ) which wfs modelled after French law， 
but under the Criminal Procedure Temporary Measures Act after the 
羽Tar it was abolished 
The preliminary examination has two functions in general: i) the 
h型出色豆且主里山旦 whichis to collect and prepare before trial the 
precise evidence which would almost certainly lead to a verdict of 
guilty at the trial; i ) the 1iberating function which is to release the 
the suspect / defendant without holding court after the preliminary 
examination has been carried out. 
The reason behind its abolishment was that the inquisitrial func-
tion of the preliminary examination became redundant because of the 
thorough investigative activities of the public prosecutor， and so did 
the liberating function， because of his wide discretion concerning 
prosecution 
4. The Disclousure of Evidence 
In Japan， the problem of disblosure of evidence in advance ( ofthe 
trial ) has to some extent been solved by the decision of the Supreme 
Court in the latter half of the 1960's. It was ruled that only the 
evidence the public prosecutor intended to present to the court should 
be disclosed. Its fundamental reason is that， inconformity with the 
spirit of the adversary principle， the parties concerned do not have to 
show each other their own hands. 
主 Inthe Netherlands， on the other hand， both the police and the 
ら examining magistrates send a copy of the testimonial evidence given 
by witnesses， and the suspect's statements as well as other investiga-
tion date to the defense counsel as soon as these are available. The 
defense counsel is also allowed to be present and to speak at the 
questioning of the suspect during the preliminary examination (Code 
of Criminal Procedure， art. 63 [4} ). Therefore， the defense counsel 
is deeply involved from the stage of the investigation on， he knows 
the contents of the evidence and holds a grasp on the progress of the 
investigation. 
5. Defense Activities during the Inverstigation 
In the Netherlands， the lawyers' association appoints a lawyer 
who will give legal aid to the suspect during his detestion at the police 
station (Code of Criminal Procedure， art. 40 [1] ， [2] )， and a court 
is chosen (id. art. 40 [3] ). This is called “the system of early legal 
aid to suspects held in police custody ". If a suspect is being held in 
custody， the District Probation Office is immediately notified， and a 
probation officer can interview the suspect and his family a.o. and 
give personal and social support. A probation report can be request-
ed not only by the public prosecutor， the examining magistrate， but 
also by the defense counsel宙 Thisis caIled “the system of early socia! 
aid to suspects held in police custody " (id. art. 59 [5] ). These， 
together with the system of disclousure of evidence， constitute the 
supporting activities concerning the suspect during the investigation 
steps， and it may well be said that more importance is attached to the 
defense activities during the investigation steps than to those activ・
ities during the steps of the trial. 五
ムF、
A question 1 would like to add concerning the activity of the冗
probation 0伍ceris how the activity of the probation 0伍cerbefore the 
defendant is found guilty is justified. The answer is as follows: he 
can only report on the te内、on，not on the crime. However， this is not 
completely true. It becomes problematic in case of a denying suspect. 
There are no strict legal rules. The main guarantee against abuse is 
seen in the professional autonomy and ethics of probation 0伍cersas 
social workers. They are not part of the invetigative or penitentiary 
authorities， but they are seen， and they see themselves， as“neutral" 
It is ( inactual practice rather “on the side of the defendant " ).
common belief in the Netherlands that the extensive use of pretrial 
probation reports on defesdants has had a mitigating and humanizing 
effect on the criminal process and on sentencing. 
11. The prosecution 
The Exercise of the Right of Prosecution 1. 
In the Netherlands as well as in ]apan， the public prosecutor 
Both countries have adopted the exercises the right of prosecution. 
principles of prosecution “Ex officio " and of the prosecution 
monopoly ( Anklage 
discretionary prosecution ( opportunitats Prinzip ) ( Inboth countries 
nealy half of the cases is not prosecuted ).
But one can see a difference between the countries in the following 
points: 
kiso) means to institute a criminal 1) In ]apan，官邸ecution(起訴? ? ? ? ?
?
The action， or in the concrete， submit an indictment to the court. 
stages before this submission are considered as the investigation in 
preparation for the prosecution. The term“suspect " isused during 
this period of investigation， and after the prosecution，“ defendant" 
is used instead. 
1n the Dutch system， j)rosecution begins when the prosecutor 
brings the case before a judge. This can be happen in two ways: 
either i) by producing a suspect befose the examining magistrate to 
demand pretrial detention and / or pretrial examination by the 
examiniog magistrate; or i) by indicting a釦 spectbefore the court 
without first going through a pretrial examination by the examining 
magistrate ( Code of Criminal Procedure， art. 244・246，255 ). 
Consequently， inHolland， a suspect becomes a defendant after 
prosecution has begun， which means， after the suspect has been 
produced befo陀 ajudge or after he has been indicted before the 
court. 
2) In J apan， non-prosecution has no effect of ne bis in idem. Even 
after non-prosecution has been decided， a public prosecutor can stil 
institute prosecution if he decide it is worth it， for instance on the 
discovery of new evidence or change in the situation. Moreover， a 
victim， or the general public， can demand the prosecution of a 
suspended case through the proぼ cutionreview commission or the 
quasi-prosecution system. It is remarkable that some case which 
were once suspended from prosecution are prosecuted due to the 
discovery of new evidence or the change in the nituation. 
1n the Netherlands， the system of prosecution is somewhat 
di妊erentfrom that in Japan. Therefore， itis necessary to know the 
Dutch procedural s坑tu叩 e 0ぱfproα郎悦s間5氾e舵cu伽
understan叫凶dingof its s町ys針tem. i) If， on the basis of the preliminary ( 
pretrial ) investigation ( by either prosecutor alone or by the prosecu-
tor and the examining magistrate )， the public prosecutor is of the 
opinion that“further prosecution " must take place， he must proceed 
to such further prosecution (i.e. proceeding to bring the case to trial 
)“ as soon as possible. " As long as the case has not been brought to 
trial he can decide not to prosecute any further for reasons of public 
interest ( art. 242). i) After closure of a pretrial investigation ( tobe 
decided by the examining magistrate ) the public prosector must 
notify the defendant， either a) that he will no further be prosecuted ; 
or b) that he will be further prosecuted for a specific offense; or c) 
that he wi1l be tried in court. 
Through a notification of no Important here is art. 246 par. 1. 
further prosecution，“ the case is ended. " 
And art. 255; A suspect may in that case ( after notification of no 
further prosecution ) not be prosecuted for the same offense， unless “ 
not be prosecuted for the same offense， unless “new objections 
This against him " have arisen ( i.e. unless new evidence turns up ).
means that the defendant is entitled to know within a reasonable time 
whether or not he will be prosecuted further and a notification of no 
ichiji-further prosecution has ne肋 inidem effect (一事不再理
fusairi ). 
There is the question whether this ne bis in idem effect will 
remain when the victim has filed a complaint against non-prosecution 
and when the High Court considers that prosecution should take 
place ( inHolland， there is a procedure before the High Court through ??????
The High which a victim can complain against non-prosecution. 
Court can， ifit considers the complaint legitimate， order prosecution 
-art. 12 and the following). On this point there is some uncertainty. 
During the past 10 years or so the position of the victim has received 
more and more attention， and also his legal position in the criminal 
procedure has been strengthend. On the other hand， this can not go 
at the expense of of the legal position of the suspect. Under Dutch 
law the suspect， once prosecution has begun， isentitled to know 
whether he will be further prosecuted or not， and when he received 
formal notice of no further pros配 ution，he has the right not be 
prosecuted any further， unless really new evidence has come up. 
2._ Composition and Specification of the Courts and the Charge 
The way in which an indictment is composed di任ersin the 
Netherlands and Japan， except for the item which identifies the 
defendant. Let me illustrate this point by taking the indictment of the 
Dutch patricide-case as an example. 
As the facts constituting the 0妊ensecharged， itstabヨdat the top: 
“On June 16， 1991 or about that time， atLeiden or arousd that 
area， the defendant， conspiring and cooperating with one or 
several persons， at least alone， on purpose and premedicated， 
murdered his father H.H.， by kicking the said person in the head， 
and / or hitting and / kicking his body and thus had the said 
person die. " 
Following this statement， five more facts are mentioned， each of 
them beginning with the statment“if one cannot find the defendant 
guilty and punish him with regard to the above-mentioned fact， then 
supplementary ". That is to say that concerning the one fact of 
patricide， one essential count and five subsidiary counts are con・五
strued_ The change is not mentioned， but gue回ingfrom the contents 
of the indictment， the principle and the subsidiary counts are 
premeditated murder 
- i )manslaughter 
ii)death resulting from premeditated serious bodily injury 
iii)death resulting from serious bodily injury 
iv)death resulting from bodily injury 
v)death resulting from violence. 
Dutch criminal law does not make a distisction between homicide 
and patricide like Japanese criminal law but the constituting requi-
sites are considered different depending on the subjective intent of the 
assailant， and there is also a difference in the punishment fixed by 
Thereupon， inthe prosecution of this case， the counts range law. 
from more serious to less serious criminal facts. 
This method of stating the facts constituting the offense charged， 
when compared to the J apanese method， shows the following charac-
teristics: 
the date， time and place， and the method of the crime， the date， 1) 
time and place of the result of the crime ( the death of the victim )，
the cause of death， and so on， are not mentionned， or are vague ; 
concering the date， time and place of the crime， the presence of 2) 
conspirators， and the method of the crime， many alternatives are 
mentioned; 
for only one case of homicide， 6counts are alternatively con-
strued; 
3) 
neither the name， nor the condition of the charge are stated. 4) ??????
In Japan， concerning 1)， itwould very possibly be accused of being 
a charge too unspecified; concerning 2)， such alternative phrasing is 
legally possible ( Code of Criminal Procedure， art. 256 [5] )， but it 
is not practiced; and concerning 4)， the name and the conditions of 
the charge are interpreted to fulfil a limited， supplementary function 
only， however the name of the charge is considered to be a requisite 
of the written indictment ( id.art. 256 [2] ii)， [4] )， and is mentioned 
11 practice. 
1n Japan also， a alternative The most important matter is 3). 
[5J )， and although it statement is legally recognized ( id. art. 256 
does happen that a subsidiary count is added along with the progress 
of the trial， a subsidiary count is， inpractice， never mentioned in the 
written indictment at the beginning of the prosecution-let alone 5 
subsidiary counts. 
In Japan， incase of crimes which are similar in nature and overlap 
each otherwith regard to their respective constituting requisites， as 
long as they can be subsumed under one category， inaccordance with 
the theory that the more serious count ( e.g. premeditated murder ) 
encompasses lesser counts (e.g. manslaughter and intentionally com-
mitting bodily injury resulting in death. ) They are treated under that 
single category while the so-called “reductive recognition " ispos・
The 6 counts in this case which consists of the one fact of sible. 
patricide only differ from each other in the subjective elements of 
As they are similar in nature and overlap premeditation and intent. 
each oher in their constituting requisites， under a J apanese method of 
??
?
? ? ?
serious and fundamental count ( of most indictment， only the 
premeditated murder ) would have been put forward， and within the 
sphere of that count the court would have been able to recognize 
either of these 5 preliminary counts (“ reductive recognition "). 
N evertheless， the reason why the public prosecutor in charge of this 
case listed al possible counts is because in Holland the binding power 
of charges is quite strictly enforced and the priciple of the greater 
subsuming the lesser is not recognized. Therefore， iffor example， 
only a single charge of premeditated murder were made and the court 
determined that while there was no premeditated murder， there was 
death resulting from bodily injury， there would have to be an acquit検
tal. The principle of no double jeopardy would not permit a retrial 
with a di任erentcharge and no change of change during the trial 
would be allowed either. This is the same reason why in the afore拘
mentioned patricide case such abstract and multiple records like “on 
June 16， 1991 or about that time ぺ“ atLeiden or around that area " 
or“conspiring and cooperating with one or several persoss， atleast 
alone " were made. 
The important thing is neither the good and bad of the way of 
writing charging instruments nor the manner in which charges are 
handled but rather the posture of the prosecutor towards prosecution 
which emerges in the charges and in its turn his posture with respect 
to the entire system of criminal procedure. 
Just how did the prosecutor in this case view the actual facts? Not 
only is there a huge di妊erencein legal terms between the principle 
charge of premeditated murder and the last provisional charge of 
death resulting from violence but there is also a large difference in 
terms of societal reprobation. If the case were premeditated murder， 
=: then a charge of death resulting from violence would be inconceivゅ
究able. The p帥 lemis tl出伽la坑ti比tis削伽rwha抗tex 
二 the p戸ro慌se町cu凶toぽrwas prosecuting and what was his prosecαutωor凶討i均凶alinten. 
/、
tion. It is doubtful that the posture of the prosecutor should be that 
anything goes and if the accused's act was a crime punish him in any 
way possible. This is the doubt that 1， a former ]apanese prosecutor， 
am left with. 
In ]apan， during prosecution， fact-finding is given the highest 
priority and there is the idea that here is only one truth. Not only 
the objective aspects are subjected to close scrutiny. The charging 
instrument is based on a sufficient conviction about the facts and a 
careful study of the legal structure. The way ]apanese prosecutors 
operate is like that of“kendo " where after long practice. one can fel 
his opponent with a single attack， not the kind of charge structure 
where one flails about wildly and hopes one blow wi1l land on its 
mark. Furthermore， the Dutch method， whereby even the tiniest 
error in the charging instrument with respect to the time， place or 
manner of the crime causes an abandonment of the prosecution， isin 
violation of the principle of“conservation of procedure " (手続維持
の原則“tetsuzukiij no gensoku " i.e. by allowing amendments of the 
charge for non material errors the courts can save both the prosecu・
tion and defense from the expense of a retrial ) and cause the 
parties--especially the prωecutor to become caught up in minor 
details and to lose sight of the main point. 1 wonder if it might no be 
better to permit rectification of such minor defects by an amendment 
to the charging instrument or a change of charge. 
3. The Principfe of the Unitary fnformation (起訴状一本主義 Kisojo 
Ippon Shugi ) 
After World War I ]apan has followed the principle of the男
u出 aryi的 rmation(or a rule for the avoidance of prejudice ) ( Code主
of Criminal Procedure art. 256 [6] ) so that in order not to give the ~ 
judge any preconceived notions no material other than the charging 
instrument is presented to the court. In Holland， however， along with 
the commencement of the prosecution， al of the investigation files 
are presented to the court and the judge is expected to carefully 
review them before the first court session and to form his own 
This aspect， coupled with the structure convictions to some degree. 
of the trial process， gives ]apan more of an adversary， accusatorial 
system while in Holland the system is more“ex-officio " and inquisi-
The good and bad of each must be considered in light of the 
entlre structure. 
torial. 
IV. The Public Trial 
First of al， inthe Netherlands， the prosecutor's seat is set on a 
platform along with the judges' seat， the counsel and the defendant 
are seated one step below the platform. Thus， sometimes a defendant 
mistakes the charge by the public prosecutor for a sentence by the 
The trial mainly consists of the questioning of the defendant judge. 
As the evidence by the judges ( espehially by the presiding judge ).
has already been presented to the court at the time of the indictment， 
it is not presented in ful in court. Rules on evidence， such as rules on 
[4] )， on hearsay confession ( Code of Criminal Procedure art. 341 
[2] )， [1] )， on unus testis nullus 郎前 (art.342 evidence (art. 342 
on the exclusion of illegally田obtainedevidence are not so effective. ??????
Especially， the hearsay rule is circumvented by allowing hearsay 
evidence through the reports of the police and the examining magis-
trate， which are accepted as written documents. The leading case is 
According to 
Professor Pompe， this decision has been as important as the whole 
stil a decision of the Dutch Supreme Court of 1926. 
new Code of Criminal Procedure of 1921， because it permitted the 
emphasis of the criminal process to shift from the trial to the pretrial 
investigation， the decision completely subverted the principle of 
immediacy. Important in this connection is also art. 344 par.2; the 
facts charged may be considered proven on the basis of the report of 
an invistigation officer ( public prosecutor or poIice ) only. 
In the patricide-case， there wfs no questioning of witnesses. The 
chief judge only questioned the defendant; the public prosehutor and 
the defense counsel made their respective final speech and pleading. 
The trial consisted of only one hearing; sentence was given two 
weeks later， upon which both the defendant and the public prosecutor 
appealed. Thetrial at the court of ( intermediate ) appeal was a 
repetition of the trial at the court of first instance， with only the chief 
juige questioning the defendant. 
While looking at such a trial， 1 was reminded of the ]apanese 
trials before the war. The view on prosecution seems to be that the 
discovery of the truth can only become possible through the practical 
involvement of the court. The public trial in ] apan， on the other 
hand， changed towards the adversary-principle and the accusation 
system， coupled with the principle of one indictment only， after the 
War. But as in ]apan the investigation and the prosecution are 
thorough and strict， and the “guilty-rate " isremarkably high， as 1 
men伽 ledbefore， itis ql的
counsel contest the “facts "; usually， they are only concerned with九
proving the “circumstances." Therefore， there are no few cases in ~ 
which the prosecutor's evidence can be examined into， with the 
complete consent of the defendant， defense counsel， inwhich case the 
public trial becomes only ceremonial and assumes cermonal and 
assumes aspects of a“trial by record." In ca田 ofdenial ( i.e. when 
the defendant does contest the “facts " )， the trial is extended over 
a long period， a new date ( of the next session of the court ) fixed at 
each session， with an average of once a month. 
V. The Characierisiics of Criminal Jusiice in the Netherlands 
and Japan 
Taking the comparative study， mentioned above， asa base， letme 
point out the characteristics of criminal justice in the Netherlands 
and ]apan. 
The Netherlands 1. 
Criminal justice in the Netherlands is accusatorial and in accor・
dance with the adversary-principle， with repect to the recognition of 
the ne-bis-in-idem-principle in non-prosecution， the strict treatment of 
the chage， and the complete disclosure of evidence in advance and 
Iike， and at the same time it is inquisitorial and in accordance with 
the Ex 0妊icio-principlewith respect to the fact that the principle of 
the unitary information is not adopted， that the trial-procedure is led 
by the judge， and that the trial centers on the questioning of the 
defendant etc. Thus， the operation of Dutch criminal justice consists 
of a mixture of the two structural principles of procedure mentioned 
at the beginning of this paper. 
To me，the characteristics of Dutch cmiminal justice lie in the “ 
?????
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diversion of sesponsibility "and“unity". The persons involved in a 
criminal case， such as a policeman， an examining magistrate， a judge， 
a counsellor and a probation officer faithfully play their parts trust-
ing and depending on each other. lt is assumed they can only be held 
Yet， on top of that， responsible within the sphere of their own role. 
it is advocated that they act， and cooperate as one. There is a joint 
prosecutor-policepublic between cooperation responsibility， 
examining magistrate; they can work independently also; the sys-
tem is based on mutual trust; there are no exclusive jursdictions. 
Therefore， there is no strict structure of confrontation between the 
prosecution and the defense counsel， as in the adversary system like 
in America; it is considered good if出epr∞edures progr回ssmooth-
ly， and no important is attached to c1early distinguishing between 
before and after the beginning of the trial. 
Considering such facts， and considering that the function of the 
preliminary examination is very important and that the defense 
action rather before more than after the trial is strong， one could say 
that the criminal trial functions with pre廿ialand trial being one. 
Japan 2. 
What are the characteristics of J apanese criminal justice? Profes-
sor Matsuo stated that these are“precision justice " and the “quasi-
adversary principle. "(2) 
“Precision justice " isto work precisely， not only at the public 
???????
trial， but also during the investigation， tocome as near to the truth 
as is possible and to take the appropriate dispositions adopted to the 
facts recognized.“Precision justice " has a merit in the sense that 
it lets the defendant acquiesce in the decision he receives， even in the 
(2) Matsuo Koya，“ Basic Theory on the Code of Criminal Procedure， " 
Hogakukyoshitu nr. 86， p.31， 1987. 
case when he is judged guilty and receives punishment. This matches 
If there is a problem in“ the ]apanese culture and climate well. 
precision justice， " it might be when investigator collects evidence on 
the basis of a wrong estimation by misinterpreting the circumstances 
of a case， and the case is settle accordingly. This is a problem when 
concerning “facts ぺbutmisinterpretation is even more serious when 
considering the person of “the criminal." However，that cannot be a 
r~ason to negate“pr配 isionjustice " in itself. We will have to solve 
this problem by means of activating the endeavors of the defense 
As a counsel，and by making the process of investigation visible. 
concrete measure， let us consider the system of the complete disclo-
sure of the invetigation file， discussed before， which is practiced in the 
N etherlands. 
By the“quasi-adversary principle " ismeant“that the so-called 
substantive truth is the伽alresult of the public prosecutor doing his 
best as a prosecutor， and the defense counsel doing his best as a 
defense counsel. " (3)That is to say， although the adversary-principle 
is advocated as the fundamental principle of the criminal procedure， 
it is not the adversary-principle typical of the civil procedure， nor the 
adversary-principle typical of America in which the outcome can be 
divided by being the result of judicial bargaining or of judicial techni-
cal ski1l. It means that the prosecutor and the defense consel put al 
their efforts in the attack and defense， equally， finally leading to a ???〈???
result which aims at the truth. 
The term “quasi " has a negative connotation， such as“pretense 
(3) id. 
However， ifone considers not the word but its " or“imitation ". 
contents to be important， 1 consider the quasi-adversary principle， 
a as adversary -principle， original from the di妊ersalthough it 
??????
Japanese style adversary-principle which matches the Japanese cul-
ture， and it receives the support of the people. 
